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Introducing the NEW AccuVein AV500

Utilised 
by over 300 

facilities across 
Australia

Bariatric

Dark skin

Paediatrics

Oncology

PARTICULARLY USEFUL 
FOR CHALLENGING 
PATIENTS:

Projects a map of the vasculature on the surface 
of the skin in real time

Assessment tool to visually verify vein patency 
and avoid valves and bifurcations

Detects veins to a depth of 10mm

Vein centre-line accuracy to less than the width of 
a human hair

Handheld, lightweight and portable  

No calibration, adjustment or preventative 
maintenance required

Medical grade design with no vents or openings, 
allowing the device to be easily wiped clean or 
bagged for use in sterile environments

Single button start up, minimal training required

Brightness level and inverse mode settings

Up to 2hrs usage on a single charge, and optional 
time out/stay on setting

Hands free options and disposable protective 
covers available

AccuVein AV500 TECHNOLOGY

39%
Pain Reduction

3.5x
1st Stick Improvement

45%
Fewer Escalations 

AccuVein Vein Visualisation is Emerging as the Standard of Care *



Increased first attempt success rates 

Identification of valves and bifurcations

Non-contact, avoiding cross contamination

Fewer escalations to PICC/central lines

CLINICAL benefits 
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Hands-free accessories

HF570 Powered Wheeled Stand 

The hands-free stand can be wheeled to the patient allowing 
a clinician to perform a procedure without an assistant.

Using the ball joint arm, the AccuVein can be precisely positioned 
to keep the selected vein highlighted. The HF570 charges the 
device while it is in the secure “quick cup” of the stand.

HF510 Flexi Arm 

For the caregiver who doesn’t stay in one place, this portable 
hands-free solution consists of a pole clamp and a flexible arm.  
When not in use, the device folds so it can easily be carried.

This configuration comes with a clamp that can attach to poles 
such as a rounded bedrail, an IV pole or flat surfaces. Just attach
it and your hands are free to perform the procedure.

GOLD WINNER2 0 1 3

ECONOMIC benefits 

Avoid treatment delays 

Less use of IV start kits  

Reduced risk of catheter related infections

No consumable costs or ongoing costs 

The global leader in vein illumination

PROCEDURES
Vein visualisation helps clinicians succeed in many procedures:

IV Starts Blood DrawVascular Cosmetics

* To view clinical evidence go to www.accuvein.com/why-accuvein/evidence/


